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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Pablo Pardo

Pablo Pixo Plus LED Table Lamp

The Pixo Plus LED was designed by Pablo Pardo who has a 'less
is more' philosophy when it comes to his designs. This LED table
lamp is a simplistic design with high functionality. The glare-free
energy-efficient LED light source is 90% more efficient than a
comparable halogen light source which is not only helpful for you
but also for the environment. The adjustability and freedom of this
design comes from the 360 degrees head and stem rotation that
allows you to create task-driven focused light. The integrated
dimmer switch on the head of the lamp also adds another level of
adjustment so that you are able to create a task-specific light.

The Pablo Pixo Plus table lamp is available in eight finishes,
white, graphite, graphite with brass, white with brass, silver,
azure, glow, and orange. The monochrome colours are sleek and
modern with a touch of elegance with the brass finish. However,
the three vibrant colours (azure, glow and orange) are a playful
and modern addition to any space. The Pablo Pixo Plus LED
table lamp is also highly functional and includes useful features
such as a USB port and a wireless induction charger on the base.
These features make this Pablo lamp a perfect addition to a desk
or side table, the compact base leaves lots of desk space and
adds a helping hand to productivity. This lamp is also 97%
recyclable and can be completely disassembled if it ever needs
fixing or transporting.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 6W, 3000K, 325 Lumens

IP Code: 20

Dimming: integrated dimmer on the product.

Dimensions: Height: 42cm
Base: Ø12.5cm
Depth: 15cm
Cable Length: 182cm
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